Multi Bank
Reporting
You need data from custodians around the globe – we collect, refine,
provide and present all the data you need through state-of-the-art technology
and professional back office services.
✔✔ All transactions from all your custodians every day
✔✔ All data checked and refined by our experienced team
✔✔ Access your assets from anywhere at any time
✔✔ Full transparency, consolidation and aggregation on all levels
✔✔ Comprehensive and flexible reporting
✔✔ Archive of all banking documents and statements
✔✔ Open architecture for integration with 3rd party solutions
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In these days, digitalization has become one of the most important
topics within the financial industry.
Regulatory compliance
Facing more and more regulations, the independent
wealth managers have to find ways how to deal with
these challenges. State-of-the-art technology helps
to meet all the compliance requirements and to concentrate on the actual business at the same time. But
all these solutions require data - data from custodian
banks and from market data providers - and etops is
here to help with AI based technology and proven services.
Client information
Nowadays, used to the permanent flow of information
provided by the internet, the clients also expect more
current and detailed information from their wealth
managers. This requires both the use of modern applications and the improved connectivity to custodian
banks.

Mobile devices
Apart from comprehensive and attractive printed reports today’s clients expect the possibility to access
their assets directly via their mobile devices. Etops
provides mobile solutions for the wealth managers
and their clients which show detailed information on
the asset positions including all the individual transactions and the actual booking and banking statements.
Data from multiple custodians
Wealth managers typically have to work with different
custodians which results in workload of tasks like data
checks and reconciliation. Etops relieves you by taking over these duties.
Connectivity & artificial intelligence
Etops is able to easily connect with any custodian
bank based on different file fomats and documents

✔✔ AI based technology
✔✔ comprehensive data management & analytics
✔✔ experienced service team
✔✔ flexible reports and state-of-the-art apps
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using cutting-edge AI technology. Etops approach implicitly guarantees direct access to the original banking
documents.
Services
Mid and back offices services like data enrichment,
manual bookings and reconciliation are a major component of the etops solution.

✔✔ Intra-day updates
✔✔ Archiving & direct access to the original
banking vouchers & statements
✔✔ Daily reconciliation
✔✔ Mid & back office services
✔✔ Cutting-edge AI technology
✔✔ Fast and flawless integration with
additional custodians
Consultancy
Dedicated consultancy services complete the etops offering by accompanying digitalization approaches and
by ensuring the optimized implementation and interaction of tools, data warehouses, and applications to meet
all the requirements a wealth management company is
facing nowadays and to set up a future-proof concept.

You need fully consolidated wealth analysis – we provide holistic and comprehensive
digitalized views in web browsers, on mobile devices, and in printed reports.
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